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Abstract: Broadband irradiation (λ > 320 nm) of hemicarceplex H.1 between -74 °C and -84 °C, produces
encapsulated didehydroazepine (2), triplet phenylnitrene (3PN), 2-azabicyclo[3.2.0]hepta-1,3,6-triene (6),
and 4-azaspiro[2.4]hepta-1,4,6-triene (7). The highly strained anti-Bredt imine 6 is formed from 2 via a
photochemical four-electron electrocyclization. Under the irradiation conditions, 6 rearranges further to
azaspirene 7. In addition, 6 thermally rearranges to 7 via a 1,5-sigmatropic shift (∆Gq

267K ) 20.0 ( 0.5
kcal/mol), yielding a final equilibrium composed of [7]/[6] ) 5 at room temperature. The observation of a
photochemical rearrangement of 2 to 6 contrasts earlier results of narrow band irradiations (λ ) 334 nm)
of matrix-isolated 2, which gave 3PN (Hayes, J. C.; Sheridan, R. S. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1990, 112, 5879-
5881). Encapsulated 3PN is remarkably stable due to the prevention of its dimerization by the surrounding
hemicarcerand. Above 255 K, it slowly decays with a rate constant k ) 107.7(0.4 s-1 × exp {(13300 ( 500
cal/mol)/RT}. The isolation of substantial amounts of a hemicarcerand lacking one acetal spanner suggests
that 3PN decays preferentially by inserting into an inward-pointing acetal C-H bond of H.

Introduction

Aryl azides have important applications in photolithography,
polymer chemistry, and photoaffinity labeling of biomolecules.1

Photolysis of the parent phenyl azide (1) produces singlet
phenylnitrene (1PN). Above 165 K, 1PN ring-expands to
didehydroazepine (2).2 At lower temperature,1PN preferentially
intersystem crosses to triplet phenylnitrene (3PN) (Scheme 1).
Much of our knowledge about the mechanistic details of the
phenylnitrene rearrangement and about the properties and

reactivities of participating intermediates has come from matrix
isolation studies,3-8 time-resolved spectroscopy,9-14 and high
level ab initio calculations.15,16

Recently, synthetic host molecules have been applied to
investigate arylnitrene rearrangements and their intermediates.17-19

Bucher et al. incorporated an aryl azide unit into the molecular
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Scheme 1. Photochemistry of Phenylazide
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frame of a cryptand such that the azide functional group pointed
into the protective cavity of the host. Photolysis produced a
remarkably stable singlet arylnitrene.18b In a previous com-
munication, we reported the use of hemicarcerandH to
investigate the phenylnitrene rearrangement.19 The inner phases
of hemicarcerands are superb environments for the stabilization
and spectroscopic characterization of reactive intermediates.20-22

If a reactive species is generated photochemically inside a
hemicarcerand, it is protected from dimerization or the reaction
with bulk-phase reactants by the surrounding host, allowing its
observation under ordinary working conditions. Photolysis of
the phenylazide hemicarceplexH.1 produced the highly
strained encapsulated didehydroazepine2, whose 13C NMR
spectrum could be recorded (Scheme 1). We were also able to
determine the barrier for the ring-contraction of2 leading back
to phenylnitrene. During our investigation we noticed that yields
of encapsulated2 strongly depended on the photolysis conditions
and decreased upon prolonged irradiation with the simultaneous
formation of new photoproducts. Good yields could only be
obtained at low conversion. The work described here aims at
elucidating the photochemical behavior of2 in the inner phase
of H. Even though the photoreactivity of2 has been studied in
inert gas matrices,4,5 the photoreactions reported here differ from
those observed in earlier matrix studies and might be unique to
inner phases. We also address the properties and reactivity of
encapsulated triplet3PN, which is generated together with2
during the inner phase photolysis of1. In fact, encapsulation
strongly increases the lifetime of the otherwise fleeting3PN.23

Experimental Section

General. 1H NMR and13C NMR spectra were recorded on 400 and
300 MHz Varian NMR spectrometer.1H (13C) NMR spectra taken in
CDCl3 or CD2Cl2 were referenced to residual CHCl3 and CDHCl2 at δ
7.26 (77.0) and 5.30 (54.0) respectively. The temperature of the NMR
spectrometer was calibrated with a methanol standard using calibration
curves implemented in the Varian NMR software. Mass spectra were
recorded on an Applied Biosystems Voyager DE-Pro mass spectrometer
in reflectron mode (MALDI-TOF). 2,4,6-Trihydroxylacetophenone
(THAP) was used as matrix.

The synthesis of hemicarceplexesH.1 and H.13C6-1 has been
described earlier.19

NMR Experiments. In a typical experiment a solution ofH.1 (4-5
mg) or H.13C6-1 (15-17 mg) in the deuterated solvent (mixture),
(450-500µL) was placed in a pyrex NMR tube and degassed by four
freeze-pump-thaw cycles under vacuum. The NMR tube was sealed
under vacuum. The sample was irradiated for 7-15 min with the output

of an Oriel 200 W Hg Power-Max lamp. A 10 cm water filter and a
320 nm cutoff filter (WG320) was placed between the lamp and the
sample. The sample tube was immersed in methanol, which was chilled
with an immersion cooler in a partially silvered dewar flask. The
temperature was measured with a thermocouple. After irradiation, the
sample was cooled to-95 °C and subsequently inserted into the
precooled probe of the NMR spectrometer.

UV/Vis Experiments. In a typical experiment a degassed solution
of H.1 (3 mg/mL) in CH2Cl2 was injected under Argon into a
homemade low-temperature UV cell. This cell consists of a Viton
O-ring (12.4 mm inner diameter; 2.6 mm thick) sandwiched between
two 0.5 mm thick sapphire windows, which are mounted and pressed
together in a commercial cryostat IR window holder. The cell was
mounted on the top of the expander of a Cryogenics Closed Cycle
Laboratory System Model CWS-202 (APD Cryogenics). After evacu-
ation of the system, the cell was cooled to between 260 and 183 K.
The temperature was measured with a thermocouple, which was fixed
to one of the sapphire windows. UV spectra were recorded with a
Shimadzu 2401 UV/vis spectrophotometer. The sample was irradiated
through a Pyrex light guard and a WG320 cutoff filter with the output
of an Oriel 200 W Hg Power-Max lamp (10-20 min). Rate constants
kobs for the decay ofH.3PN were determined from the time-dependent
change of the absorption at 388 and 412 nm. Every 4.5 s (above
260 K) or 9 s (at or below 260 K), a data point was collected.

Hemicarcerand 8. Isolated from the crude photolysis mixture by
semipreparative HPLC (Phenomenex; SiO2; 10 × 250 mm; CH2Cl2
containing 0.3 vol % THF; retention time) 24.3 min).1H NMR (300
MHz; CDCl3; 23 °C): δ 7.57 (s, 2H, OH), 6.89 (s, 2H, aryl-H), 6.79
(s, 2H, aryl-H), 6.76 (s, 2H, aryl-H), 6.75 (s, 2H, aryl-H), 5.92 (d, 1H,3J
) 7.3 Hz, OCHHouterO), 5.85 (d, 3H,3J ) 6.9 Hz, OCHHouterO), 5.75
(d, 2H,3J ) 7.2 Hz, OCHHouterO), 5.61 (d, 1H,3J ) 6.9 Hz, OCHHoute-

rO), 4.78-4.57 (m, 7H, CHCH2(CH2)3CH3), 4.57-4.44 (m, 3H, 1
CHCH2(CH2)3CH3, 2 OCH2CH2), 4.26 (d, 2H,3J ) 6.9 Hz, OCHHin-

nerO), 4.24-4.08 (m, 7H, 5OCHHinnerO, 2 OCH2CH2), 4.07-3.95 (m,
4H, OCH2CH2), 3.90-3.63 (m, 8H, OCH2CH2), 2.35-1.77 (m, 32H,
16OCH2CH2,16CHCH2(CH2)3CH3),1.54-1.10(m,48H,CHCH2CH2CH2CH2-
CH3), 1.04-0.8 (m, 24H, CH3); 13C NMR (75.4 MHz; CDCl3; 23 °C):
δ 148.31, 148.01, 147.99, 147.92, 147.88, 147.30, 147.00, 144.50,
143.96, 143.41, 143.32, 138.70, 138.51, 138.47, 138.19, 138.17, 138.01,
133.09, 127.87, 115.95, 114.08, 113.61, 112.97, 100.26, 100.04, 99.62,
99.33, 99.04, 74.39, 74.13, 73.88, 72.91, 36.70, 36.47, 36.30, 34.88,
33.06, 31.89, 31.87, 31.84, 31.76, 31.52, 30.39, 29.85, 29.71, 29.49,
27.85, 27.45, 27.43, 27.31, 27.20, 27.16, 27.04, 26.49, 22.55, 22.49,
22.47, 22.46, 22.41, 13.96, 13.95, 13.95, 13.92; MALDI-TOF:m/z
1967.19 ([M+ H]+, 48%; calc 1967.08), 1989.30 ([M- Na]+, 100%;
calc 1989.06).

Computational Methods.All calculation were carried out with the
programGaussian 03.24 All geometries were optimized by the DFT
approach25 using the three-parameter hydrid functional B3LYP26-27 with
a 6-31G(d) basis set.28 The geometries of2, 6, 7, 17, 18, tetramethyl-
silane (TMS) and benzene and those of transition statesTS2f6, TS6f7,
TS6f17, andTS17f18 were further optimized at the B3LYP level with
the 6-311G(d) basis set.29 Correlation between each transition state and
the corresponding reactants and products was confirmed with IRC
calculations at the B3LYP level of theory with the 6-311G(d) basis
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set. NMR shielding tensors of B3LYP/6-311G(g) optimized structures
of 6, 7, 17, 18, TMS, and benzene were computed with the Gauge-
Independent Atomic Orbital (GIAO) method30 using PBE1PBE func-
tionals31 with the 6-311G++(2d, p) basis set.29 Spin-spin coupling
constants (J in Hz) were computed using PBE1PBE functionals with
the 6-311G++(2d, p) basis set.32

Results

Photochemical Rearrangement of Encapsulated Didehy-
droazepine 2.Photolysis of hemicarceplexH.1 (λ > 320 nm)
at-82--83 °C gave the didehydroazepine hemicarceplexH.2
in up to 59% yield and allowed its13C NMR spectroscopic
characterization below-75 °C.19 The yield of hemicarceplex
H.2 strongly depended on the conversion and decreased upon
increasing photolysis time. The low-temperature13C NMR
spectrum of a photolyzed solution of hemicarceplexH.13C6-1
in CD2Cl2/CDCl3 (6:1) after 50% conversion shows primarily
four sets of multiplets, which we assign to the guest carbons of
hemicarceplexH.13C6-1 (see also Figure 1a) and of the three
product hemicarceplexesH.13C6-2, H.13C6-A, andH.13C6-B
(Figure 1b). The carbon signals of encapsulated13C6-2 can be
easily identified. They disappear within 5 h at-86 °C due to
the irreversible rearrangement of13C6-2 to 13C6-3PN (Figure
1c).19 When this solution containingH.13C6-A andH.13C6-B
was warmed to-6.7 °C, H.13C6-A slowly rearranged to
H.13C6-B with a rate constant of 2.4× 10-4 s-1 and reached

an equilibrium ratio [H.13C6-B]/[H.13C6-A] ) 5 after 2 h
(Figure 1d-f). During this rearrangement, the multiplets atδ
169.5, 154.5, 138.0, 120.0, 112.5, and 73.0 disappeared almost
completely and are assigned to guest13C6-A. The multiplets at
δ 161.5, 153.1, 127.8, 116.7, and 61.7, which increased during
the rearrangement, are assigned to13C6-B.

On the basis of the following observations, we exclude that
H.13C6-A or H.13C6-B or both result from an innermolecular
reaction of triplet or singlet phenylnitrene with the surrounding
hemicarcerand: (1) Triplet phenylnitrene is not reactive enough
under the photolysis conditions (T < -75 °C). Its estimated
lifetime at-75 °C is 75 days (vide infra). (2) The thermal ring
contraction ofH.2, which yields initially transientH.1PN,10,15

neither increases the concentration ofH.A nor that ofH.B,
but yieldsH.3PN (vide infra). This excludes formation ofH.A
by a reaction of1PN with the surrounding hemicarcerand. (3)
Only four 13C-multiplets for the13C-labeled carbons would be
observed ifH.A andH.B were innermolecular phenylnitrene-
hemicarcerand products.

Furthermore, from the decrease of the ratios [H.1]/([H.A]
+ [H.B]) and [H.A]/[H.B] with increasing photolysis time
we conclude thatA is a photoproduct of2 andB of A. Thus,
A thermally and photochemically rearranges toB.

In order to elucidate the structures ofA andB, we considered
several possible didehydroazepine ring-opening reaction prod-
ucts (3-5) that could be formed through mechanisms involving
diradicals or carbenes and carried out ab initio chemical shift
calculations in order to compare them with the measured
chemical shifts.

Ring-opening reactions are frequently observed in pyridyl-
carbene and pyridylnitrene rearrangements.33 Furthermore, Malt-
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Figure 1. Partial 1H decoupled13C NMR spectra (75 MHz; CD2CD2/
CDCl3, 6:1) at -86 °C (a-c) and -6.7 °C (d-f) of a: H.13C6-1; b:
H.13C6-1 immediately after irradiation (λ > 320 nm) and c: after 5 h at
-86 °C; d: same solution as (c) at-6.7 °C immediately after warm-up
and e: 2 h later; f: difference spectrum (e-d). Multiplets assigned to13C
of 13C6-1 (b), 13C6-2 (V), 13C6-A (v) and13C6-B (V) are labeled.

Table 1. Experimental and Calculated 1H and 13C Chemical
Shifts, δexp and δcalc

a of Encapsulated 6 and 7 and Predicted
Host-Induced Upfield Shift ∆δ ) δH,exp - δH,calc

a GIAO-chemical shift tensors (PBE1PBE/6-311G++(2d, p)//B3LYP/
6-311G(d)) relative to TMS.b At 243 K. c At 298 K.

Scheme 2. Photochemical Rearrangement of 2
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sev et al. recently postulated the corresponding benzannulated
derivatives of3-5 as possible photoproducts of a matrix-isolated
benzannulated didehydroazepine.34 However, GIAO13C chemi-
cal shifts calculations (PBE1PBE/6-311G++(2d, p)) using the
B3LYP/6-31G(d) optimized structures of3-5 did not match
the measured13C chemical shifts ofA andB, which exclude a
photochemical ring-opening reaction of2. On the other hand,
very good agreement between calculated and measured chemical
shifts were observed for 2-azabicyclo[3.2.0]hepta-1,3,6-triene
(6) and 4-azaspiro[2.4]hepta-1,4,6-triene (7), which we assign
to guestsA andB, respectively (Table 1). The bridgehead imine
6 is the expected product of the photochemically allowed four-
electron electrocyclization of2 and rearranges thermally to
azaspirene7 via a 1,5-sigmatropic shift (Scheme 2).

Also consistent with the assigned structures of6 and7 are
the measured direct13C-13C and13C-1H coupling constants,
which are in the range of those observed for compounds with
similar C-C and C-H bonds,35-36 and which compare excel-
lently with those computed using DFT methods (PBE1PBE/6-
311G++(2d, p)) (see Figure 2 and Table S2). Especially
characteristic for7 are the direct coupling between the spiro
carbon and the two equivalent cyclopropene carbons1JCC ) 9
Hz and the cyclopropene C-H coupling1JCH ) 252 Hz. Further
evidence for7 as the final product of the rearrangement2 f 6
f 7 comes from FT-IR spectroscopy. The cyclopropene
CdC stretch of7 was observed atV(CdC) ) 1665.2 cm-1,
which is in good agreement with the scaled calculated frequency
of 1669.9 cm-1 (Table 2).

The thermal interconversion ofH.6 andH.7 could also be
observed by1H NMR spectroscopy. Partial1H NMR spectra
of H.1 in CD2Cl2 after irradiation at-83 °C and warm-up to
-5 °C are shown in Figure 3. The two multiplets atδ 3.24,
3.30, and 3.42 slowly decreased in intensity with a rate (k )

3.3 × 10-4 s-1), which is comparable to the rate observed by
13C NMR for the rearrangementH.13C6-6 to H.13C6-7. The
multiplets are assigned to three protons of guest6. At the same
time, the intensity of the doublet atδ 2.70 increased by the
same amount and is assigned to one proton of guest7.

A complete assignment of all1H signals of6 and7, which
are partially covered by host signals, was possible via HETCOR
experiments (Figures 4 and 5; see also Table 1). In the low-
temperature HETCOR of a solution containing primarily
H.13C6-6, five cross correlations between the carbon multiplets
of 6 at δ 154.4, 137.5, 119.6, 112.2, and 73.0 and1H multiplets
at δ 3.50 (d), 3.09 (bs), 1.85, 4.22, and 3.16 (bs) were observed
(Figure 4). On this basis, we assign the latter to H1, H5, H2,
H4, and H3 of6, respectively. The HETCOR of the same
solution after the6 to 7 rearrangement allowed us to assign the
four chemically different protons H1, H2, H3, and H4/H5 of7
to multiplets at δ 4.74, 2.79 (d), 5.2s (d), and 5.54 (s),
respectively (Figure 5). These assignments were further sup-
ported by low (-79.5 °C)- and room-temperature1H-1H
TOCSY and1H-1H DQCOSY experiments, which showed the
expected cross-correlations between the protons of encapsulated
6 and 7 (Figures S1-S3 in SI). Table 1 summarizes experi-
mental 1H chemical shiftsδexp of encapsulated6 and 7,

(34) Maltsev, A.; Bally, T.; Tsao, M.-L.; Platz, M. S.; Kuhn, A.; Vosswinkel,
M.; Wentrup, C.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2004, 126, 237-249.

(35) Guenther, H.NMR Spectroscopy, 3rd ed.; George Thieme Verlag: New
York, 1992.

(36) The13C-1H coupling constants of13C6-7 were determined from a proton-
coupled13C NMR spectrum (100 MHz; CD2Cl2/CDCl3 (6:1); 298 K) of a
solution containingH.13C6-7.

Figure 2. Experimental and computed (in parenthesis, PBE1PBE/6-
311G++(2d, p)) homo- and heteronuclear coupling constants1JCC and1JCH

(in Hz) of 6 and7.

Table 2. Selected Observed and Calculated (B3LYP/6-311G(d)) Ir
Frequencies (in cm-1) of Encapsulated 1, 2, 6, and 7

stretch ν (calc) ν (scaled)a ν (exptl) ref

νNdNdN(1) 2249.1 2136.6 2121.7 19
VCdCdN(2) 1960.4 1862.4 1886 19
VCdN(6) 1598.4 1518.5 n.d.b

VCdN(7) 1577.8 1499 n.d.b

VCdC(cyclopropene)(7) 1757.8 1669.9 1665

a Scaled by 0.95b Not detected. Our IR cell is only suitable for the
observation of IR absorptions above 1600 cm-1.

Figure 3. Partial 1H NMR spectra (300 MHz; CD2Cl2, -5 °C) of an
irradiated solution ofH.1 immediately (a), 9 min (b), 41 min (c) and 2 h
(c) after warming the solution from the photolysis temperature (-84 °C)
to -5 °C. Signals assigned to protons of1 (1), 6 (O), and7 (b) are marked.

Figure 4. HETCOR (100 MHz; CD2Cl2/CDCl3, 4:1; 243 K) of an irradiated
solution ofH.13C6-1. 1H,13C cross correlations of encapsulated13C6-6 are
labeled. Cross correlations of unphotolyzed, encapsulated13C6-1 are marked
with asterisks.
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calculated chemical shiftsδcalc and predicted hemicarcerand-
induced upfield shifts∆δ ) δcalc - δexp.

Attempts to isolate and purify hemicarceplexH.7 by silica
gel column chromatography failed due to the acid sensitivity
of the guest.37 Instead, an equivalent amount of empty hemi-
carcerandH was eluted from the column (typically 30-40%
yield based on consumedH.1 at >50% conversation). The
decomposition of7 presumably proceeds via initial acid-
catalyzed hydrolysis of the imine. Subsequent protonation of
the amino group of the hydrolysis product will facilitate its
escape from the inner cavity ofH.38 Diol host 8, which lacks
one acetal spanner, was the second major isolated product (20-
30%, Chart 1). The identity of8 is supported by comparing its
spectroscopic properties with those of an authentic sample,
which was prepared as described earlier.38b We reckon that diol
host 8 is formed via hydrolysis ofN-anilino-orthoformamide
9. The latter is the expected product of the innermolecular
insertion ofPN into an inward-pointing acetal C-H bond of
H. Since we were unable to identify signals of8 in the1H NMR
spectrum of the crude photolysis mixture, we believe that9
hydrolyzed during the silica gel column chromatography.

Potential Energy Surface of the 2f 6 f 7 Rearrange-
ment. Optimized structures and relative energies (B3LYP/6-
311G(d)) of2, 6, and7 as well as of the transition statesTS2f6

and TS6f7 that connect the three local minima are shown in
Figure 6. On the basis of these calculations, it is not expected
that 6, once formed, rearranges back to2. On the other hand,
the calculated barrier∆Gq

298K ) 21.2 kcal/mol for the forward
rearrangement6 f 7 and the free energy difference between6
and7 ∆∆G298K ) 3.0 kcal/mol agree well with the measured
inner-phase barrier∆Gq

267K ) 20 ( 0.5 kcal/mol and equilib-
rium ratio [7]/[6] ) 5, which equals∆G298K ) 1 kcal/mol.

Properties of Encapsulated Triplet Phenylnitrene3PN. In
order to investigate the reactivity of encapsulated triplet
phenylnitrene, we followed the photolysis ofH.1 by UV/vis
spectroscopy. Triplet phenylnitrene has a very characteristic
absorption spectrum that extends far into the visible range with
absorption bands atλmax 303, 380, and 488 nm in EPA at 77

K.39 Photolysis ofH.1 in degassed CH2Cl2 at -83 to-84 °C
produced a deep-yellow solution. The color persisted for days
at low temperature, but faded within several minutes upon
warm-up to room temperature. Figure 7 shows a difference UV/
vis spectrum of a briefly irradiated solution ofH.1 in CH2Cl2
((λ > 320 nm;-74 °C) recorded immediately after photolysis
and 103 min later. At this temperature, photolysis of1 produces
primarily 2 and small amounts of3PN.11,19 The former has a
lifetime of τ ≈ 15 min at this temperature and irreversibly
rearranges to3PN.19 Thus, the spectrum shown in Figure 7
represents the difference in the absorption properties between
encapsulated2 and3PN. The maxima of the positive bands at
305, 389, and 485 nm (indicated with arrows in Figure 7) are
assigned to the major transitions of encapsulated triplet3PN.40

When an irradiated solution was warmed up to-10.8 °C,(37) Since6 and7 rapidly equilibrate at room temperature, the acid-sensitivity
of 6 could also be responsible for the decomposition ofH.7.

(38) (a) Cram, D. J.; Tanner, M. E.; Knobler, C. B.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1991,
113, 7717-7727. (b) Warmuth, R.; Maverick, E. F.; Knobler, C. B.; Cram,
D. J. J. Org. Chem.2003, 68, 2077-2088.

(39) EPA: Five parts diethyl ether, five parts isopentane, two parts ethanol.
(40) For a detailed discussion of the UV/Vis spectrum of3PN see ref 11b.

Figure 5. HETCOR (100 MHz; CD2Cl2/CDCl3, 6:1; 298 K) of an irradiated
solution ofH.13C6-1. 1H,13C cross correlations of encapsulated13C6-7 and
13C6-1 are marked with unbroken and dashed lines, respectively.

Chart 1

Figure 6. Calculated free energy diagram for the2 f 6 f 7 isomerization
including transition states at the B3LYP/6-311G(d) level of theory.
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H.3PN decayed with a rate constant of 4.3× 10-4 s-1 as
determined from the exponential decrease of the absorption at
387 nm (Figure 8 insert). A clearer UV/vis spectrum of
encapsulated3PN is produced by subtraction of the spectrum
recorded after decay ofH.3PN from that of the solution
immediately after warm-up (Figure 8). This spectrum is nearly
super imposable with that of free3PN in EPA at 77 K,9 which
supports our interpretation. The small red-shift of the absorption
bands of encapsulated3PN relative to those of3PN in EPA are
likely due to the different media and temperatures.41

From the temperature dependence of the rate ofH.3PN decay
between-3 °C and -18 °C, we determined the activation
energy ofEa ) 13.3( 0.5 kcal/mol and pre-exponential factor
of A ) 107.7(0.4 s-1 (Figure 9).42

Even though the lifetime of encapsulated3PN is long at
elevated temperatures (τ ) 13.6 min at-3 °C), it can only be
produced directly via photolysis ofH.1 at low temperature.
The UV/vis spectrum of the photoproducts generated upon brief

irradiation (λ > 320 nm; 10 min) ofH.1 at -13 °C is shown
in Figure 10 (spectrum A). It lacks the characteristic absorption
features of3PN. The minimal spectral changes observed after
warming the photolyzed solution to 17°C for 10 min suggest
that only trace amounts ofH.3PN, if at all, were produced
during the photolysis at-13 °C (Figure 10, spectrum B). A
logical interpretation is that1PN reacts faster with the surround-
ing H than it intersystem crosses to3PN. The temperature-
independent intersystem crossing rate constant of3PN is kISC

) 3.2( 0.3× 106 s-1 in pentane. It is presumably of the same
magnitute insideH and sets the lower limit for the unimo-
lecular rate constant of the reaction of1PN with the surrounding
H.11b Thus, encapsulated1PN must be at least 10 orders of
magnitude more reactive than3PN. On the other hand, our low-
temperature photolysis shows that the situation is different below
-74 °C, where temperature-independent intersystem crossing
is faster than any reaction of1PN with H.

Discussion

Photochemical Rearrangement of Encapsulated Didehy-
droazepine 2. In previous work, we showed that photolysis of
phenylazide1 in the inner phase of hemicarcerandH between
-75 and-99 °C produces didehydroazepine2, similar to the
photochemistry1 in solution in the same temperature range
(Scheme 1). However, contrary to earlier photolysis experiments
in solution, organic glasses, or inert gas matrices,3-7,9-14,15d,17-18

two new photoproducts formed in the inner-phase photolysis,
which we identified asH.6 andH.7. HemicarceplexH.6 is

(41) (a) Marquez, C.; Nau, W. M.Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. 2001, 40, 4387-
4390. (b) Sa´nchez Carrera, S.; Brown, N.; Kerdelhue´, J.-L.; Langenwalter,
K. J.; Warmuth, R.Eur. J. Org. Chem.2005, 2239-2249.

(42) Standard errors were estimated by a linear least-squares regression of the
Arrhenius plot; Bevington, P. R.; Robinson, D. K.Data Reduction and
Error Analysis for the Physical Sciences; 2nd Ed., McGraw-Hill: New
York, 1992; Chapter 6.

Figure 7. Difference UV/vis spectrum generated by subtracting the UV/
vis spectrum of an irradiated solution ofH.1 (in CH2Cl2; -74 °C) recorded
103 min after irradiation from that of the same solution recorded immediately
after irradiation (λ > 320 nm). Arrows indicateλmax of H.3PN at 306,
388, and 487 nm.

Figure 8. UV/vis absorption spectrum of encapsulated3PN at -10.8 °C
produced by irradiation ofH.1 in CH2Cl2 at-90 °C (λ > 320 nm). Arrows
indicateλmax ) 306, 389, and 487 nm ofH.3PN. (Insert) Exponential decay
of the absorbance atλ ) 388 nm.

Figure 9. Arrhenius plot for the decay of encapsulated triplet phenylnitrene.

Figure 10. Difference UV/vis spectra ofH.1 in CH2Cl2 (-13 °C).
Spectrum A: before and immediately after brief irradiation (λ > 320 nm;
-13 °C); Spectrum B: immediately after irradiation and after warming to
17 °C for 10 min.
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a secondary photoproduct ofH.2 and forms via an allowed
photochemical four-electron electrocyclization (Scheme 2).
HemicarceplexH.7 is a secondary photoproduct ofH.6. In
addition,6 and7 interchange thermally through 1,5-sigmatropic
shifts. The identity of both hemicarceplexes is supported by1H
and13C 1D and 2D NMR experiments and IR spectroscopy. It
mainly rests on the very good match between experimental and
computed13C chemical shifts using the GIAO DFT method
(Table 1) and the magnitude of direct13C-13C and 13C-1H
coupling constants (Figure 2). For both compounds, the GIAO
DFT method overestimates the13C chemical shifts by about
5.9 to 11.8 ppm. A systematic overestimation of13C chemical
shifts by this method has also been noted earlier by others.43

However, strong improvement of the computed chemical shifts
could be obtained by referencing to benzene instead of TMS.
Likewise, when we used benzene as standard and an experi-
mental chemical shift ofδC(benzene)) 128.37 (in CDCl3), the
computed (δC,calc) 13C chemical shifts (δC,exp) of 6 and7 matched
the experimental shifts much more closely (Table 3).44 If we
further correctδC, exp for the 2-3 ppm hemicarcerand-induced
upfield shift,19,21c the computedδC,calc and corrected experi-
mental shiftsδC,corrdiffer by less than 5 ppm (average 2.5 ppm)
or 0.5 to 3.4% (Table 3).

Guest 6 is a highly strained anti-Bredt imine.45 It is
destabilized by cyclobutene ring strain and olefinic strain of
the bridgehead imine bond, whereas7 is destabilized by the
spiro carbon and the cyclopropene ring strain.45 The nearly equal
energy of both shows that the sum of the destabilizing
contributions of each compound are approximately the same.
However, both are less stable than other spectroscopically
observed species of the phenylnitrene rearrangement.15b, d The
1,5-sigmatropic rearrangement of6 to 7 is reminiscent of the
chemistry of spirene10, which undergoes the reverse rearrange-
ment to bicyclo[3.2.0]hepta-1,3,6-triene11.46 The latter subse-
quently dimerizes.46aThe measured barrier for the rearrangement
of 10 (Ea ) 24.7 kcal/mol) and the computed relative energy
between10and11 (0.5 kcal/mol) are very similar to the barrier
for the rearrangement7 f 6 (21.0( 0.5 kcal/mol) and the free
energy difference between both.47

Anti-Bredt imine6 has earlier been postulated as intermediate
in gas-phase pyrrolysis experiments in order to explain the
rearrangement of azamethylenecyclohexadienylidene(12) to 2-
(13), 3-ethynylpyrrole (14), and cyanocyclopentadiene (15)
(Scheme 3).47-48

In this thermal rearrangement, azaspirene7 serves as a
mechanistic link that connects azafulvenallene16 with 13 and
with 6 through known allene-vinylcarbene-cyclopropene and
cyclopropene-vinylidene-methylacetylene rearrangements and
the here described interconversion between6 and7:49

The possibility that6 might in part undergo a 1,5 hydrogen
shift leading to azabicyclo[3.2.0]heptatriene17 and azaspirene
18 as minor products during the warm-up of a solution
containing encapsulated6 was dismissed on the basis of the
computed activation free energy of 38.4 kcal/mol for this H-shift
(B3LYP/6-311G(d)), which is substantially higher than the
alternative rearrangement to7 (Figure S7).

Interestingly, the rearrangements of2 f 6 and6 f 7 have
not been observed in earlier photolysis of phenylazide. In

(43) Buntkowsky, G.; Hoffmann, W.; Kupka, T.; Pasterna, G.; Jaworska, M.;
Vieth, H.-M. J. Phys. Chem. A1998, 102,5794-5801.

(44) Gottlieb, H. E.; Kotlyar, V.; Nudelman, A.J. Org. Chem.1997, 62,7512-
7515.

(45) Maier, W. F.; Schleyer, P. v. R.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1981, 103, 1891-
1900.

(46) (a) Billups, W. E.; Saint, R. K.; Litosh, V. A.; Alemany, L. B.; Wilson,
W. K.; Wiberg, K. B. J. Org. Chem.2002, 67, 4436-4440. (b) Wong,
M. W.; Wentrup, C.J. Org. Chem.1996, 61, 7022-7029.

(47) Wentrup, C. InReactiVe Intermediates; Abramovitch, R. A., Ed.; Plenum
Press: New York, 1980; Vol. 1, pp 263-319.

(48) Crow, W. D.; Lea, A. R.; Paddon-Row, M. N.Tetrahedron Lett.1972,
2235-2238.

(49) Walsh, R.Chem. Soc. ReV. 2005, 34, 714-732.

Table 3. Experimental and Calculated 13C Chemical Shifts, δexp
and δcalc

a of Encapsulated 6 and 7, Relative to Benzene in CDCl3

a DFT-GIAO-chemical shift tensors (PBE1PBE/6-311G++(2d, p)//
B3LYP/6-311G(d)) relative to benzene (δC ) 128.37 in CDCl3).44 b At
243 K. c δC, corr ) δC, exp + host induced upfield shift (∼2.5 ppm).d ∆δC
) δC, comp- δC, corr. e %∆δC ) ∆δC/δC, corr × 100. f At 298 K.

Scheme 3. Proposed Mechanism for the Pyrolysis of
Pyrazolo[3,4-b]pyridine47
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solution-phase photolysis around ambient temperature, this
might be due to the transient nature of2. The lifetime of free
2 at room temperature in the absence of nucleophiles and at
high dilution is approximately 5 ms and substantially shorter
in the presence of nucleophiles or at higher concentration.10c,12

Thus, the photochemical electrocyclization of free2 to 6 will
require high light intensity to be observable at ambient tem-
perature. However, it is surprising, that the rearrangement2 f
6 f 7 has not been observed in matrix isolation studies, under
which conditions2 is thermally stable infinitely. Hayes and
Sheridan photolyzed matrix-isolated2 at 334 nm and produced
3PN.5 On the other hand, Chapman and LeRoux demonstrated
that irradiation above 200 nm interconverts3PN and 2-pyridyl-
methylene via2 and observed that2 is unstable toward
irradiation above 360 nm, producing several photoproducts.4

Several possible reasons might account for the different products
in matrices and the inner phase ofH: (1) the different irradiation
conditions (irradiation time, intensity, and wavelength); (2) the
large temperature differences in both experiments. The excited-
state rearrangement2 f 6 might have a barrier that is too high
to be surpassed at 10 K. However, inside the hemicarcerand at
190 K,2 might slowly “leak” out of the2 / 3PN photochemical
equilibrium5 into the6, 7 manifold. (3) The hemicarcerand might
further reinforce the latter effect, if there is indeed a barrier.
The high polarizability of the inner phase of a hemicarcerand
is known to lower activation energies by up to 2-3 kcal/mol
via selective transition state stabilization.41,50 A stronger stabi-
lization of the transition state leading to6 as compared to that
leading to2 may make the excited-state rearrangement2 f 6
observable in the inner phase ofH.

Encapsulated Triplet Phenylnitrene.Inner-phase photolysis
of 1 between-74 °C and -85 °C produces a mixture of
encapsulated2, 6, 7, and 3PN. The formation of the former
guests2, 6, and7 is supported by NMR spectroscopy of the
reaction mixture. The formation of the latter guest is supported
by the excellent match between its UV/vis spectrum and that
reported for3PN in EPA at 77 K. Furthermore, we show that
the species assigned to3PN is produced at-74 °C via the
thermal decay of2 as predicted by high level ab initio
calculations15b-d and in agreement with earlier experimental
findings.10 Consistent with the formation of3PN and its high
stability inside H are also our low-temperature13C NMR
experiments. For example, no new guest13C signals are
generated as encapsulated13C6-2 decays at-86 °C, which
supports the formation of a stable paramagnetic species that
does not react with the surrounding hemicarcerand at this
temperature.51

Encapsulated3PN slowly decays between 255 and 270 K with
a rate constantk ) 107.7(0.4 s-1 × exp{-13.3( 0.5 kcal/mol/
RT}. We explain the high stability of encapsulated3PN with
the prevention of dimerization by the surrounding host. In
solution, dimerization of3PN is diffusion controlled.51 Long-
lived arylnitrenes have earlier been generated photochemically
in polymeric matrices, which also prevent dimerization of the

nitrene. Under these conditions, phenylnitrene decays through
other pathways including C-H bond insertion. Reiser and
Leyshon measured the room-temperature lifetime of3PN (τ )
100 ms) inside a polystyrene matrix.23 The extrapolated lifetime
of H.3PN is approximately 800 times longer, which may be
explained with the higher reactivity of the benzylic C-H bonds
in polystyrene as opposed to the C-H bonds ofH that point
into the inner cavity. The isolation of substantial amounts of
diol host 8, which is the expected hydrolysis product of
N-anilino-orthoformamide host9, suggests thatPN preferentially
inserts into an inward-pointing acetal C-H bond of the
surrounding host. On the basis of our study, it is however not
clear whether the lifetime of encapsulated3PN is controlled
entirely by the rate of its reaction with the surrounding host
(e.g., C-H insertion) or alternatively by the rate of thermally
activated intersystem crossing to the at least 10 orders of
magnitude more reactive singlet1PN. In fact, the gas-phase
phenylnitrene singlet-triplet energy gapEST ) 15 kcal/mol is
very close to the measured activation energy of the decay of
encapsulated3PN (Ea ) 13.3 kcal/mol).53 Selective stabilization
of 1PN, whose unpaired electrons are more dispersed than in
3PN,15 by the surrounding host might lowerEST slightly in the
inner phase. Support for or against the latter mechanism of3PN
decay, which would provide a new method to measureEST, will
require additional investigations with other substituted phe-
nylnitrenes.

Conclusions

In conclusion, broadband (λ > 320 nm) irradiation of
hemicarceplexH.1 between-74 °C and-84 °C, produces
encapsulated didehydroazepine2, triplet phenylnitrene3PN,
2-azabicyclo[3.2.0]hepta-1,3,6-triene6, and 4-azaspiro[2.4]-
hepta-1,4,6-triene7. The highly strained anti-Bredt imine6 is
formed from 2 via a photochemical four-electron electrocy-
clization. Under the irradiation conditions,6 rearranges further
to azaspirene7. Both imines interconvert thermally via 1,5-
sigmatropic shifts yielding a final equilibrium of [7]/[6] ) 5 at
room temperature. The observation of a photochemical rear-
rangement of2 to 6 contrasts earlier results of narrow band
irradiations (λ ) 334 nm) of matrix-isolated2, which yields
3PN.5 Possible explanations are the different irradiation condi-
tions (narrow band versus broadband irradiation), the different
temperatures (8-10 K versus 190 K), and/or reaction environ-
ment (N2 matrix versus inner phase) in both experiments.
Encapsulated3PN is remarkably stable due to the prevention
of its dimerization by the surrounding hemicarcerand. Between
255 and 270 K, it decays with a rate constantk ) 107.7(0.4 s-1

× exp{-13300( 500 cal/mol/RT}. The isolation of substantial
amounts of a hemicarcerand lacking one acetal spanner suggests
that 3PN decays preferentially by inserting into an inward-
pointing acetal C-H bond ofH. Rate limiting for the decay of
encapsulated3PN might be intersystem crossing to singlet
phenylnitrene. Support for or against this decay mechanism
awaits further experimental investigations.
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Supporting Information Available: 1H, 13C, TOCSY NMR
spectra of compound8. TOCSY and DQCOSY of photolyzed

(50) Warmuth, R.; Kerdelhue´, J.-L.; Sánchez Carrera, S.; Langenwalter, K. J.;
Brown, N. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed.2002, 41, 96-99.

(51) See Figure 1d in ref 19.
(52) (a) Liang, T.-Y.; Schuster, G. B.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1987, 109, 7803-

7810.
(53) The gas-phase singlet-triplet gap of phenylnitrene has recently been

remeasured. The most accurate value isEST ) 15 kcal/mol. Professor Paul
G. Wenthold. Personal communication.
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solutions ofH.1. Tables with rate constants for the decay of
H.3PN and with computed spin-spin coupling constants for
6 and 7 at the B3LYP/6311G++(2d, p) level. Energies and
Cartesian coordinates of2, 6, 7, 17, 18, TS2×c46, TS6f7, TS6f17,
andTS17f18 at the B3LYP/6-311G* level. GIAO chemical shift
tensors (PBE1PBE/6-311G++(2d, p) for 6, 7, 17, 18, and
tetramethylsilane (TMS) and Tables with calculated13C chemi-

cal shifts of6, 7, 17, and18. Calculated free energy diagram
for the2 f 6 f 7 and6 f 17 f 18 isomerizations including
transition states at the B3LYP/6-311G(d) level. Complete
reference 24. This material is available free of charge via the
Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.

JA066130A
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